YLD FLORIDA BAR COMPETITION
Alex Bekker
Keisha Hall
Tori DeLeonardo
Gianluca Darena
Coach: Professor Michael Richmond

FLORIDA WORKERS’ COMPENSATION COMPETITION
Scott Gershkow
Calvin Austin
Shirley Sharon
Jason Farbiarz
Coaches: Dean Linda Harrison & Professor Ellen Tilles

EMORY CIVIL RIGHTS MOOT COURT COMPETITION
Ashleigh McKenzie
Monica Vaks
Gregory Cummings
Coaches: Professor K Shahabudeen Khan & Professor Olympia Duhart

TANG NATIONAL MOOT COURT COMPETITION
Samantha Bowen
Lilian Guzman
Coach: Professor Richmond

DOMENICK L. GABIELLI NATIONAL FAMILY LAW COMPETITION
Akash Shah
Shanttel Grullon
Coaches: Professor Michele Struffolino & Professor Amanda Foster

ABA APPELLATE ADVOCACY COMPETITION
William Bromley
Ashley Ellis
Khalil Quinan
Coach: Professor Heather Baxter

BROOKLYN LAW EVIDENCE MOOT COURT COMPETITION
Kerry Valdez
Maxwell Sawyer
Coaches: Professor Catherine Arcabascio & Professor Judith Karp